


The smart touch switch in glass
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designed by the Belgian company Qbus. Since 1999, Qbus has been 

designing products to make buildings smart. Qbus has designed 

Tastu® for the operation of  those buildings: a modern switch, at 

the same time timeless and modern, at the same time a traditional 

switch and a touch panel, simultaneously functional and design. 

is a range of  glass switches, 
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is the story of  different people, including Alexander and Tom. 

Tom looks at every new product from a customer perspective; 

Alexander examines the technology behind it. Customers 

request a contemporary switch that can be operated like tablets 

or smartphones, adaptable, beautiful, but also functional 

and affordable. Tom translated those wishes into glass, 

adaptable colours, a useful second page, bevelled corners, 

auto-positioning hooks for securing. Alexander studied and 

developed the underlying electronics: how can a single key 

carry out various functions, what is the ideal position of  the 

capacitive touch fields, how do we ensure that the light of  the 

colour LEDs is reflected on the glass plate in the desired spot?

tastu,
the story

The story behind the Tastu® 

But the story of  Tastu® also includes the designers of  

Orange who made sure the installation is plug-and-

play, the Qbus installers who have tested the  Tastu® 

and demanded that the glass would be “fingerprint-

proof” and the local and international architects who 

proposed versions with symbols and ensured that 

the appropriate sockets are also being developed.





The build-in colour LEDs allow for full customisation of  the switch. 

Besides a selection of  standard colours your own colour can also 

be created to perfectly integrate the Tastu® in your interior.  The 

‘on’ and ‘off’ switch can also be allocated another colour. 

choose your colour

Although the glass touch screen is modern, 

fingerprints mark the design. That is why Tastu® 

is fingerprint-proof: a special coating prevents 

fingerprints from smudging the glass. 

fingerprint-proof

A distance between wall and glass gives the switch 

a light and floating feel. In the smart Tastu® with 

integrated temperature sensor that sensor is built into 

that space, which guarantees optimal readings.

floating

design
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Behind each touch field, a different function – lighting, heating, 

screens, scenarios – can be hidden. In addition, pressing 

the same touch field for a long or short time can carry out 

two different functions. And finally, the two- and four-key 

versions have a second page for additional functions. 

choose your function

The Tastu® with integrated temperature sensor can act as a local 

thermostat. Optimal temperature reading is guaranteed by the 

free space between the wall and the glass plate. The desired 

thermostat setting can be represented by the colour LEDs. 

thermostat

user-friendly
The colour of  each touch field can be set according to the active 

technologies (on/off lighting, dimmed lighting, screens, temperature,.. .). 

When switching on an output, the circle of  the relevant touch field 

will light up strongly, and when switching off it will still light 

up lightly: that makes the Tastu® also easy to find at night. 

functions
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interactive
switch

useful second 
page for additional 
functions

an eye for detail

dimmed when 
necessary

At night the LEDs can be automatically dimmed 

so as not to cause light pollution in the room; at 

the first touch the touch fields become visible to 

make sure they can still be operated easily.

When an alarm is activated, the lights go 

on and the switches are blocked so the 

lights can’t be controlled anymore.

Press both buttons at the same time for the second 

page. Flickering colour LEDs and automatic 

return to the first page avoids confusion.

Special coating

avoids fingerprints.

Bevelled corners give extra 

look and feel and are safe 

for young and old.

fingerprint-
proof glass
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86 mm The installer is not forgotten either. A beautiful switch 

only stands out if  it is beautifully installed. Installation 

is simplicity itself  with the supplied integration frame 

and the auto-positioning hooks on the Tastu®.

ease of installation
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On a project-basis, the Tastu® can be customised 

in other colours, or with milled icons. 

projects

The smart Tastu® switch is available in white and black fingerprint-

proof  glass as standard, always with 1,2,4 or 8 touch fields with 

integrated colour LEDs. The 2-, 4- and 8-key version is also available 

with integrated temperature sensor to act as a room thermostat. 

smart
Only to be used in a Full Qbus installation.

The Stand-Alone Tastu® switch is available in white and 

black fingerprint-proof  glass with 2 or 4 press buttons. 

stand-alone
To be used with Qbus Stand-Alone 
modules or other teleruptors. 

application
scope
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Qbus

that since 1999 has been developing technologies to make residential 

and commercial buildings smarter. A smart building provides 

more peace of  mind and comfort but consumes less energy. Three 

principles are at the core of  the development of  Qbus technology:

A Qbus system is easy to install and to configure, can start with a limited 

installation but also provides advanced possibilities and new developments 

that remain compatible with the original products. The head office of  

Qbus is located in Erpe-Mere, Belgium; it also has offices in Dubai and 

Sri Lanka and Qbus distributors in more than 10 other countries.

Joseph Cardijnstraat 19, 9420 Erpe Mere, Belgium 

+32 (0) 53 60 72 10

info@qbus.be - www.qbus.be

concept & layout

is a Belgian company 

easy, flexible and future-proof. 



Qbus.be


